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magnanimous

(adj.) very generous, kind, or forgiving

revivify

(v.) to impart new life, energy, or spirit to something or somebody

immortal

(adj.) A. able to have eternal life or existence B. very famous and likely to
be remembered for a long time (n.) A. somebody or something so famous
as to be remembered for a long time B. a god who lives forever, especially a
god of ancient Greece or Rome

mordant

(adj.) A. sharply sarcastic or scathingly critical B. having a corrosive effect
(n.) graphic arts a corrosive substance used to etch treated areas on a
metal plate

morbific

(adj.) A. That causes disease; pathogenic. B. Diseased; relating to or caused
by disease.

morality

(n.) A. standards of conduct that are generally accepted as right or proper.
B. the rightness or wrongness of something as judged by accepted moral
standards.

dormant

(adj.) A. in an inactive state, when growth and development slow or cease,
in order to survive adverse environmental conditions B. temporarily
inactive or not in use C. describes a volcano that is not erupting, but not
extinct

insomnia

(n.) inability to fall asleep or to remain asleep long enough to feel rested,
especially when this is a problem that continues over time.

torpid

(adj.) A. lacking physical or mental energy B. zoology describes an animal in
a dormant state C. medicine describes a part of the body that has lost the
ability to move or feel

apparatus

(n.) A. a piece of machinery, a tool, or a device used for a specific purpose
B. the system or structure in which a process occurs or an organization
functions C. anatomy a group or system of organs that work together to
perform a specific function

parity

(n.) A. equality of status or position, especially in terms of pay or rank. B. the
quality of being similar or identical C. mathematics a relationship of oddness or
evenness between two numbers integers. If two numbers are both odd or both
even, they are said to have the same parity. If one is odd and one is even, they
have different parity. D. finance equivalence in the rate of exchange between
several currencies

viviparous (adj.) A. zoology bearing live young, not eggs. B. botany describes a plant that
produces plantlets or bulbils from the flower stem, e.g. the spider plant. C. botany
describes a plant with seeds that germinate and develop into seedlings before
being shed from the parent plant, e.g. a mangrove
animation

(n.) A. movies the making of movies by filming a sequence of slightly varying
drawings or models so that they appear to move and change when the sequence
is shown. B. comput the production of moving images by computer techniques, or
the image produced C. liveliness in the way somebody speaks or behaves

vitality

(n.) A. abundant physical and mental energy, usually combined with a
wholehearted and joyous approach to situations and activities B. the ability of
something to live and grow or to continue in existence C. philosophy the
nonmaterial force that, according to vitalism, distinguishes the living from the
nonliving

peer

(v.) to look very carefully or hard, especially at somebody or something that is
difficult to see, often with narrowed eyes (n.) somebody who is the equal of
somebody else, e.g. in age or social class

